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THE TC DECLARES CONSTITUTIONAL THE RULE USED BY 
THE GENERAL SOCIAL SECURITY ACT TO CALCULATE 

RETIREMENT PENSIONS FOR NON-CONTRIBUTED PERIODS  
 

The Plenary Meeting of the Spanish Constitutional Court has rejected the 
unconstitutionality appeal lodged by the Labour Chamber of the Supreme Court 
regarding the formula used to calculate retirement or permanent disability 
pensions by the General Social Security Act (LGSS) to establish applicable 
contribution bases for workers who have been unemployed during their working 
life for one or more periods of time, non-contributed months for Social Security 
purposes. In this judgment, where Judge Luis Ignacio Ortega acted as 
Reporting Judge, the Court does not believe that said rule may be arbitrary in 
breach of the right to equality, as established by the Supreme Court. Judge 
Juan Antonio Xiol expressed his dissenting opinion in his particular vote. 

In order to prevent contribution gaps (generated by unemployment 
periods) result drastically reducing regulatory bases of pensions and thus, of the 
amount paid, the LGSS foresees a “gap integration” rule. This rule establishes a 
“legal fiction” according to which non-contributed months are treated as 
contributed. The contribution base applicable to this period will be the lowest 
according to the last valid contract, i.e. the contract preceding unemployment. 

According to the Supreme Court, this rule generates situations of 
inequality between workers whose last contract was indefinite and those with a 
part time contract, although both have confirmed the same number of 
contributed during their work life. As regards contracts for an indefinite term, the 
contribution base applied is the minimum applicable to a full work day, whereas 
in the case of a part time contract, the minimum contribution base will be lower 
as it is calculated according to the length of a work day (i.e. the number of hours 
hired). 

The Plenary Meeting does not consider that the challenged rule violates 
the principle of equality since the LGSS “only applies to part time workers the 
same rule that is generally applied for full time workers” which, in practice, 
entails “integrating” non-contributed periods into the minimum contribution base, 
according to the last valid contract. “Therefore, there is no difference of 
treatment between full time and part time workers because the rule applied is 
the same”, the sentence states. 

Unequal treatment between part time and full time workers, the TC 
explains, does not arise from the rule challenged by the Supreme Court, but 
from rules “regulating Social Security contribution bases” according to the 



principle of proportionality included in Art. 12.4 d) of the Workers’ Statute, which 
states that part time workers shall have the same rights as full time workers in 
proportion to the work day. And this proportionality, according to existing case-
law from the Court, is not contrary to Art. 14 of the Spanish Constitution (right to 
equality), “in relation to the contribution principle”. 

The judgment also rules out that the rule may be arbitrary. In this regard, 
the Plenary Meeting states that “the rule has a reasonable purpose and does 
not lack grounds” in a system “where the distribution of scarce resources 
requires a careful consideration of those needs that should be protected by 
establishing the necessary conditions”. And the Court explains that “the wish is 
to benefit those who, over a period of time taken into account to calculate 
benefits, have not been able to contribute to the system and would be entitled to 
nil contribution, thereby considerably reducing their benefits”.  

In his particular dissenting vote, Juan Antonio Xiol considers that the 
unconstitutionality appeal should have been granted leave to proceed. In his 
opinion, the rule established by the LGSS “produces arbitrary and unexpected 
results in actual operation of the system of such an extent as to generate a 
serious distortion in relation to its founding principles, to particularly include the 
principles of contribution and proportionality”. In the same way, he states that 
the rule discriminates women indirectly, an issue which the Court has avoided 
alleging that the unconstitutionality issue was filed by the Supreme Court in 
relation to a man. 

Madrid, 6 October 2014. 


